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This Spanish letter is attached, and a ‘free translation 
of it is as follows: 

"Office, Federal Police of Investigation, FBI. 

7 “J am clairvoyant and 15 years of age and a student in the * 
occult science. I discussed that Jack Ruby is the real assassin of 
President Kennedy and not Osvaldo (OSWALD) as the press says - in 
this crime there are two shooters and the two shot at the same wor, 
time;while the said Ruby was shooting at the President, Osvaldo shot 
the governor. I am noting that the individual named Ruby is a very 
astute assassin. I saw his picture and noted that he ought many 
crimes and I discovered something more. This crime was financed by. 

‘ the Ambassador.of Havana.. The --- and the dead one received money 
from the Cuban Ambassador, and don't forget that the Cuban Ambassador” 
and the beggar dog named Fidel Castro are the ones responsible for a 
this :crime.. Castro is the demon, beware of him.. This Cuban dog. ae 
is thinking of ordering assassinated all the Chiefs of State -- -—- we 
and they will not permit the said Ruby to pass as innocent as the 
avenged killer of Osvaldo -- --. I am not signing the letter because 
I don't want any trouble." 
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